
How many sea lions do you see?

We sometimes have a harbor seal guest
with our sea lions! Check the box next

to them if you find them!

A sea lion and seal may look the same,
But take a moment to play this game.
Both can be found on man made piers
But sea lions have a flap on their ears

Seals move like a worm on land
While sea lions walk through the sand.

Georgia Aquarium is home to so 
many different types of plants and 
animals. Can you find all the animals 
listed in this guide in each gallery? 
Check them off as you spot the animal!
In Tropical Diver you will find all manner of 
colorful fish and in Ocean Voyager, you’ll 
see some of the biggest fish to swim the 
ocean! River Scout houses animals that you 
might be able to find in your local waters, 
and our new Sharks! Predators of the Deep 
gallery houses some of the ocean’s most 
efficient predators. The other galleries in 
the Aquarium house animals just as exciting 
and breath-taking so have a look around!

Note to teachers: There is a brief poem 
included with each gallery. Teachers 
may read the poems to students or 
allow them to read on their own.
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How many dolphins do you see?

The entire habitat is dedicated for
Atlantic bottlenose dolphins. They

are mammals just like humans!

Ever wonder how a dolphin can breathe?
They live in the water, but do they ever 

leave?
Dolphins get their air a different way
Have you ever seen a dolphin spray?

That’s them breathing out
From a blow hole not a snout.
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Many humans think I look scary,
I think humans should be merry

For when they see how good I am
They’ll learn my presence is the jam,

As I protect the vast ocean
Always swimming in a constant motion.
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Snowy white, icy cold
Belugas look the same or so I’m told.

But as a calf they are so gray
Next to their mom, they mustn’t stray.

Drinking lots of milk and eating lots of fish
Growing into juveniles is their wish.

Have you ever seen a fish as big as a whale
The largest ones aren’t even male.

That would be Alice, don’t forget her name
And she’s a whale shark, what a dame.

Although they are so big, 
They eat animals smaller than a fig!

Coral need some lights for food and to grow,
But they are animals, just so you know!
And when you look upon these shelves

Built by the corals themselves,
Know that their needs are met

Food, air, water and shelter
all of these they get.

The smallest of my kind you see,
An Asian small clawed otter, that’s me!

Tiny paws for eating food
Mollusks put me in my best mood.

Little shells to crack apart
The insides are my favorite part
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